APPENDIX B

appendix
Introduction to Foundation,
the front-end framework
When prototyping responsive websites, building quickly is key. They don’t call it
“rapid prototyping” for nothing.
Using a front-end framework for rapid prototyping is critical. By building on a
framework you can avoid the trouble of writing a lot of CSS and instead get right
into viewing your prototype in the browser. The sooner you get your ideas in the
browser, the sooner you can start working with your team to identify user stories,
anticipate how a site should behave when crossing between breakpoints, and solve
some of the site’s bigger challenges.
In this chapter, we’ll walk through how you can get started with Foundation,
focusing on some of the modules for building a prototype, Foundation’s grid structure, and some of the JavaScript plugins. First, you need to install Foundation.

B.1

Getting started with Foundation
Foundation is available as a free download from http://foundation.zurb.com. On
the Foundation homepage, click the Download Foundation link. From there,
you’re given four download options: Complete, Essential, Custom, and Sass. At the
time of writing, the download page looks like figure B.1.
The Complete download includes every bit of the Foundation framework in
plain CSS and JavaScript. The Essential version contains the bare minimum, Custom lets you configure your download, and Sass relies on the SCSS. For this appendix, we’ll use the Complete download.
Once you click the Download Everything button, your browser will download
the framework into your downloads directory. I’ve included Foundation 5.3.3 in
the source code for this chapter.
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Figure B.1 The Foundation Download page. Here you can choose how you want to use Foundation in
your prototype.

What’s included
Included in the Complete Foundation download is everything you need to get started.
The default index.html file contains links to foundation.css, which contains all the
core Foundation classes. Zurb, the company responsible for the Foundation framework, recommends that if you want to create custom styles for Foundation components, you should link to a separate app.css file in the head after linking to
Foundation.
Within the default download, you’ll find a handful of files encompassing all that
Foundation has to offer—it’s a pretty rich set of features. The files and their purposes
are outlined in the Foundation documentation, but here’s a quick summary:
■

■

■

■

Foundation.css—This is the default CSS file for Foundation. All of the components are included in a spaced, readable format. This is the file you want to use
while developing, because it’s easy to read.
Foundation.min.css—This is the minified version of foundation.css. This file is
better for use in production since it’s smaller, but it’s more difficult to troubleshoot because it’s unspaced.
Normalize.css—The Normalize file is for standardizing cross-browser quirks,
much like a CSS reset.
Foundation.min.js—Here you have each of the Foundation JavaScript components.

Getting started with Foundation
■

■

■
■

■
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/foundation—The foundation directory contains the plugins included in foundation.min.js.
/vendor—Within the vendor directory are all the third-party plugins used in
Foundation, including Modernizr and jQuery 2.
Index.html—The default example page. We’ll discuss its contents shortly.
Humans.txt—Along with the index file in the root is a humans.txt. This is where
you can mention everyone who worked on the site and give credit where credit
is due.
Robots.txt—Some sites require instructions for search engine spiders. This file
provides instructions for those spiders and prevents them from indexing certain parts of your site.

As you can see, Foundation includes a lot of files and serves as a great boilerplate for
starting a project, as well as for building a prototype. The inclusion of standardization
and enhancement tools, such as normalize and Modernizr, make Foundation easy to
translate into a production-ready product as well.
Once you download the complete version of Foundation, open the index.html file
in your browser. Figure B.2 shows the Welcome page and gives you a peek at the basic
styles included in Foundation.

Figure B.2 The Welcome to Foundation page. Here you’ll find examples of Foundation
elements in practice.
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At the top of the Welcome page is a message inviting you to destroy everything to get
going. We’re going to heed this advice and do just that.
Open index.html in your code editor and delete everything from the opening
body tag to the script tags at the bottom. Your new index.html should look like this:
<!doctype html>
<html class="no-js" lang="en">
A meta viewport setting to set
<head>
device width and scale
<meta charset="utf-8" />
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0" />
<title>Foundation | Welcome</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/foundation.css" />
Modernizr
<script src="js/vendor/modernizr.js"></script>
The Foundation
</head>
CSS library
<body>
<script src="js/vendor/jquery.js"></script>
<script src="js/foundation.min.js"></script>
<script>
$(document).foundation();
Some JavaScript to
</script>
initialize Foundation
</body>
</html>

jQuery
Foundation plugins

With this file, you’re ready to get started. That’s all it takes to begin prototyping in
Foundation. Before we go into the code, though, let’s talk about the basic structure of
Foundation and some of the classes and tools you can use to make constructing a prototype as quick as possible.

B.2

Structure classes
One of the best features of Foundation is its robust set of classes for dictating layout
and structure. With Foundation’s easy-to-use structural guide, you can build out layout
templates quickly and easily. But first you need to become familiar with some of Foundation’s key features, specifically how it implements breakpoints, the default visibility
class structure, and its grid.

Breakpoints in Foundation
Foundation comes out of the gate with a set of breakpoints prepared for you. These
breakpoints are referenced throughout the language when referring to screen size. By
default, there are five breakpoints: small, medium, large, xlarge, and xxlarge. All of
the breakpoints are built using ems. Using this relative unit of measurement allows for
a greater degree of flexibly:
■
■
■
■
■

Small—everything up to 40 em or 640 px; used for mobile screens
Medium—40.063 em or 641 px to 64 em or 1025 px; used for tablet-size screens
Large—64.063 em or 1025 px to 90 em or 1441 px
Xlarge—90.063 em or 1441 px to 120 em or 1920 px
Xxlarge—120.063 em or 1921 px and up

Structure classes
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These breakpoints are referenced throughout the site, and if they don’t meet your
needs, they can be changed using SCSS in the SCSS version of Foundation. We’ll use
the default breakpoints, but if you’re familiar with SCSS, the variables that control the
breakpoints can be found in the _settings.scss file.
These breakpoints become useful when using visibility classes. Visibility classes in
Foundation are classes that can hide or show elements based on screen size. You can
use visibility classes to show unique interfaces on smaller screens or to hide exclusively
mobile content on larger screens.

Visibility classes
The visibility class structure uses a prefix-based syntax to tell the browser whether to
hide or show elements based on either the size of the screen or the orientation of the
device. This can be used to limit certain elements for only large-screen visitors or to
hide a unique mobile interface.
In the source code, you’ll find directory B.2, which contains example1.html. In
this file is a series of paragraph tags wrapped in a div:
<div>
<p>Show
<p>Show
<p>Show
<p>Show
<p>Show
<p>Show
<p>Show
<p>Show
<p>Show
</div>

only on small screens</p>
on medium and larger screens</p>
on only medium sized screens</p>
on large screens and up</p>
on only large screens</p>
on extra large screens and up</p>
only on extra large screens</p>
on extra extra large screens and up</p>
only on extra extra large screens</p>

The markup is simple; in a browser, it shows the lines of text in figure B.3.

Figure B.3 All these lines of text are visible in a
browser before the visibility classes are applied.
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Now let’s add visibility classes to this simple div. These classes follow a syntax pattern
for ease of use: [show/hide]-for-[breakpoint]-[only/up]. Let’s break that down:
■

[show/hide] determines whether an element should be shown or hidden.
[breakpoint] determines at which breakpoint the element should be shown or

■

[only/up] determines whether the visibility class is applied only for that break-

■

hidden.
point or from that breakpoint to every width beyond that breakpoint.
For example, a constructed visibility class would look like .show-for-large-only.
This class would show the element for large viewports only. It would be hidden by
default in small, medium, xlarge, and xxlarge viewports. If you view example2.html in
the source code, you can see what happens when you add a series of “show” classes.
<div>
<p class="show-for-small-only">Show only on small screens</p>
<p class="show-for-medium-up">Show on medium and larger screens</p>
<p class="show-for-medium-only">Show on only medium sized screens</p>
<p class="a">Show on large screens and up</p>
<p class="show-for-large-only">Show on only large screens</p>
<p class="show-for-xlarge-up">Show on extra large screens and up</p>
<p class="show-for-xlarge-only">Show only on extra large screens</p>
<p class="show-for-xxlarge-up">Show on extra extra large screens and up</p>
<p class="show-for-xxlarge-only">Show only on extra extra large screens</p>
</div>

If you view this in your browser, you’ll see that the appropriate messages are shown in
the viewport of the browser. If you scale your browser up or down, the messages will
change according to the size of your browser.
Let’s duplicate the div and change “show” to “hide” to see how it affects the content (shown in example3.html):
<div>
<p class="hide-for-small-only">Hide only on small screens</p>
<p class="hide-for-medium-up">Hide on medium and larger screens</p>
<p class="hide-for-medium-only">Hide on only medium sized screens</p>
<p class="hide-for-large-up">Hide on large screens and up</p>
<p class="hide-for-large-only">Hide on only large screens</p>
<p class="hide-for-xlarge-up">Hide on extra large screens and up</p>
<p class="hide-for-xlarge-only">Hide only on extra large screens</p>
<p class="hide-for-xxlarge-up">Hide on extra extra large screens and up</p>
<p class="hide-for-xxlarge-only">Hide only on extra extra large screens</p>
</div>

With the preceding markup, some paragraphs will be hidden and some shown
depending on the viewport.
Aside from the breakpoint classifications, you can also classify visibility classes for
viewport orientation or touch using .show-for-landscape/.hide-for-landscape or
.show-for-portrait/.hide-for-portrait, as well as .show-for-touch/.hide-for
-touch. All of these classes can be used on any HTML object on the page.
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Grid system
With the basics of breakpoints and visibility classes out of the way, we can now jump
into the CSS grid system that comes with Foundation. Foundation uses a default 12column system that’s flexible enough to scale down in smaller viewports, so you can
retain a grid structure across devices.
When implementing a grid, start with an element with a row class. This element
will serve as a horizontal block and a top-level grouping element for related objects.
Everything in a row should remain grouped together in smaller viewports.
Let’s start with example1.html from directory B.3 in the source code, with directory B.3. We’re going to add a row and a few columns. A column is a vertical block that
retains the width assigned. To create a column, you can use either the column or columns class (there’s no difference, aside from grammar) on a child element in the
object with the row class, so your .row contains a set of .columns.
You also need to add classes to specify the width of each column, using a syntax
similar to the show and hide classes we just discussed. The column syntax looks something like this: [small/medium/large]-[1-12]. In this syntax, the small, medium, and
large refer to screen size, and the 1–12 refers to the number of columns. Because
Foundation uses a 12-column grid, every column is sized from 1 through 12. To create
an object that spans two columns in a large viewport, you’d use a large-2 class. To create an object that spans eight columns in a small screen, you’d use a small-8 class.
Let’s look at how this works in action. I’ve
added red and blue classes so you can see the difference in the browser. The result of the following code is shown in figure B.4:
<div class="row">
<div class="red small-4 column"></div>
<div class="blue small-8 column"></div>
</div>

Figure B.4 The two columns rendered
in the browser in a small screen. This
screenshot emulates an iPhone 4 with a
320 px-wide screen.

For small screen, you now have a 4-column-wide element on the left and an 8-columnwide element on the right.
Now let’s say you want to change this to a 2-column-wide element on the left and a
10-column-wide element on the right in medium sized screens. The result of the following code (example2.html in the source code) is shown in figure B.5:
<div class="row">
<div class="red small-4 medium-2 column"></div>
<div class="blue small-8 medium-10 column"></div>
</div>

Figure B.5 The modified 2-column layout, in a medium screen. This screenshot emulates a thirdgeneration iPad.
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A 3-column layout in a large screen view.

Next, let’s tie the grid system into the hide and show classes. In this next example we’ll
have a third element that’s only available on large screens. To do this, add another div
with the class large-2 and show-for-large-up. This will reveal the third element only
for large screens. The code for this 3-column layout is available in the example3.html
file, and it’s illustrated in figure B.6.
Once you know these basics, you can generate some simple layouts and retain a
consistent grid structure. The grid and visibility classes definitely take some of the
headaches out of building responsive layouts quickly.
Let’s now look at how you can construct a prototype interface.

B.3

Interface classes
Within Foundation is a series of classes that can be used to construct a prototype user
interface. Along with these classes, there are JavaScript plugins that can recreate a few
design patterns. When they’re used to create high-fidelity prototypes, the interface
objects can solve many common web design problems related to establishing a user
interface.
The interface classes offer tools for quickly producing stock navigation, as well as
forms, buttons, callouts, modals, and more. In this section, we’re going to look at ways
you can construct a top-level navigation bar and an off-canvas menu using Foundation. Let’s start with the top-level navigation.

Top bar navigation
Foundation refers to its site-wide, top-level navigation as a top bar. The top bar offers a
fully responsive navigation solution that can be easily used in prototypes to resolve
site-level navigation questions. In a prototype, you want to ensure that every part of
the site is easy to navigate to, and top-bar navigation is a common design pattern that
addresses this need.
You can start building this top-level navigation as follows:
<nav class="top-bar" data-topbar>
</nav>

With this snippet of code, you can create a base for your top bar. In the browser, this
will appear as a grey bar across the top of the page. It’s worth pointing out a few things
about this nav object. First, the top-bar class is used to apply the default styles. Also,
data-topbar data attribute is used to bind JavaScript functions to the top bar.
Now let’s add some links so you can see the top bar in action. The following code is
available in the example1.html file in the B.4 directory:
<nav class="top-bar" data-topbar>
<ul class="title-area">

In this title area you’ll find a place to put your site
logo. In Foundation the default structure is to nest
an H1 within the list item with the class name.

Interface classes
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<li class="name">
<h1><a href="#">My Site</a></h1>
</li>
This top bar section will be used
</ul>
to house your navigation buttons.
<section class="top-bar-section">
<ul class="left">
This ul with a class of left will be used
<li><a href="#">Link 1</a></li>
to float the child navigation items to
<li><a href="#">Link 2</a></li>
the left. This keeps one group of
<li><a href="#">Link 3</a></li>
navigation separate from another
</ul>
<ul class="right">
This simple dropdown navigation
<li class="has-dropdown">
This section will
will automatically have everything
<a href="#">Dropdown</a>
float the separate
it needs to function thanks to
<ul class="dropdown">
navigation elements
Foundation’s JavaScript plugin.
<li><a href="#">Link</a></li>
to the right.
<li class="active"><a href="#">Link</a></li>
</ul>
</li>
</ul>
</section>
</nav>

As you can see, the navigation is broken into two main areas as well as right and left
navigation areas. Figure B.7 shows the output of this code—very rudimentary navigation. The dropdown functions out of the box using Foundation’s JavaScript plugin.
That’s the power of Foundation—it lets you focus on creating elements using simple,
common language markup to generate prototypes quickly.

Figure B.7

With a little markup, you can create this simple navigation in Foundation.

This is a great, simple, prototype for desktop navigation, but what about for mobile?
Luckily, Foundation gives you these rapid prototype capabilities for building for any
device. While it’s useful in any environment, the off-canvas navigation design pattern
is especially handy for mobile, so let’s use Foundation to prototype one quickly.

Off-canvas mobile navigation
At the small breakpoint—under 640 pixels—the top-bar navigation starts to get a little
clunky. Let’s create a mobile alternative using off-canvas navigation. With Foundation,
you have the CSS and JavaScript you need, and the top bar already hides the top-barsection area in mobile by default. You simply have to offer an alternative.
The first thing you need is a wrapper for the off-canvas content. We’ll use the offcanvas-wrap class for this. You’ll want to wrap your page in these div tags. This lets
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Foundation know that the page content should be styled to allow the page to shift for
off-canvas content:
<div class="off-canvas-wrap" data-offcanvas>
<div class="inner-wrap">

Notice that Foundation uses the data-offcanvas data attribute to bind JavaScript
events to the element.
Next you can add your off-canvas content, which in this case is a small list of links
and a menu icon to trigger it:
<aside class="left-off-canvas-menu">
<ul class="off-canvas-list">
<li><a href="#">Item</a></li>
The navigation
<li><a href="#">Item</a></li>
list for the
<li><a href="#">Item</a></li>
off-canvas UI
</ul>
</aside>
<nav class="tab-bar show-for-small-only">
<section class="left-small">
<a class="left-off-canvas-toggle menu-icon"
</section>
</nav>

Off-canvas menu for hiding
interface elements from the
immediately visible area
Tab-bar class provides some
styling and an interface area for
the off-canvas menu trigger
href="#"><span></span></a>

Toggle menu icon will trigger
the off-canvas content

Again, with just a few lines of
code, you can create a quick
prototype for off-canvas navigation. Figure B.8 shows that
the off-canvas navigation is
basic but will function nicely
in small-screen environments.
The full code for this example
is in the example2.html file in
the B.4 source code directory.

B.4

Summary
This appendix introduced
Foundation. With Foundation,
you can build a rapid prototype with all the generic modFigure B.8 The expanded Foundation off-canvas navigation
ules you need to make a
custom prototype. By using
Foundation in collaboration with designers, developers can help create some fantastic
demos. With these prototypes, you can also start building a content plan and begin to
observe how your site can come together before investing time in a custom build.

